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INTRODUCTION

Lamellibranch mollusks possess the capacity for enduring anaerobio-

sis for a considerable time. Such a capacity is advantageous to tidal

zone forms which are exposed to air at low tide, and likewise to fresh-

water mollusks which may have to endure low oxygen content of pol-

luted water as well as exposure. Recognition of this peculiar ability

has led to investigation of anaerobic metabolic processes of mussels.

If the stream of water passing over the gills is cut off, the oxygen

supply fails while carbon dioxide accumulates. The manner in which

the mollusk deals with accumulating carbon dioxide has been the subject

of several investigations.

Collip (1921) showed that the marine form Alya arcnaria used cal-

cium to buffer carbon dioxide. Dotterweich and Ellsner (1935) showed

that in the freshwater mussel Anodonta cygnca most of the carbon di-

oxide formed during anaerobiosis entered into combination with cal-

cium to form calcium bicarbonate. A small amount was buffered by
calcium proteinate. They concluded that in general calcium in the

shell of mollusks may be utilized as an alkali reserve.

Recent investigation by Dugal and Irving (1937) indicated that

tissues as well as body fluids are involved in adjustment to oxygen lack.

Mantle tissue of Venus nicrccnaria was found to accumulate carbon

dioxide and calcium just as did mantle cavity fluid.

The work reported in the present paper was an investigation of the

adjustment of a freshwater mollusk to a disturbance of the acid-base

balance resulting from anaerobiosis. Particular reference was made to

the role of mantle and gill tissues in this adjustment. Determinations

of the carbon dioxide content gave results which indicated that mussel

tissues were able to buffer carbon dioxide. The relation of calcium to

the buffering process was studied. Observations were made on the

oxygen consumption of tissues taken from asphyxiated animals. Evi-

dence of an oxygen debt was found, showing that dissimilative processes

were continuing through the period of anaerobiosis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals used were freshwater mussels taken in the vicinity of Dur-

ham, N. C. They were identified by Dr. Henry van der Schalie of the

University of Michigan Museum of Zoology as Aiwdonta hallcnbeckii

Lea.

Control animals were kept in tanks of running water. In this situa-

tion the valves remained open, allowing a constant stream of water to

pass over the gills. Experimental animals were removed from such

tanks and placed in a refrigerator with an air temperature of 6 to 8 C.

At this temperature clams survived about a month. When removed

from water Anodonta closed the shell valves. In this position ex-

change of gases between animal and environment was impossible. Any
opening of the shell was accompanied by leakage of fluids from the

mantle cavity. Leaking animals were not included in the experiments.

Tissues used were gill, mantle, and kidney tissue. Some observa-

tions were made on pallial muscle and foot muscle.

The rate of oxygen consumption of gill, mantle, and kidney tissue

was measured in a standard Warburg apparatus. Tissue samples weigh-

ing about 0.1 gram were suspended in a salt solution containing 0.153

per cent NaCl. Absorption of carbon dioxide was accomplished with

20 per cent KOH. The temperature was held at 25 C. Measure-

ments were made over a period of sixty minutes.

Carbon dioxide content of gill and mantle was determined by an

adaptation of the Van Slyke manometric method for the determination

of blood gases. The gas burette of the apparatus was modified from

that described by Ferguson and Irving (1929). A ground joint at

the lower end of the extraction chamber allowed the introduction of

tissue. A weighed sample of tissue was placed in the extraction cham-

ber, the burette put in place, and the joint made secure. Carbon dioxide

was liberated by 0.1 N HC1 introduced through the upper stopcock.

Usually complete extraction required 45 minutes of shaking. Carbon

dioxide was absorbed with air-free 1.5 N NaOH. The values P and

P
2 and the correction factor, c, were determined in the usual way.

Conversion of the observed pressure of carbon dioxide into cubic

centimeters of gas was made according to the formulae modified for use

with tissue samples by Ferguson and Irving (1929). Values for spe-

cific gravity were necessary for the conversion formulae. These values

as determined were: for mantle. 1.04; for gill, 1.12.

Care was taken to maintain constancy in the method of obtaining

and weighing tissue samples. It is felt that the values for carbon di-

oxide content are comparable, although they may not be absolute.
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Calcium content of clam tissues was determined from samples di-

gested in a mixture of concentrated nitric and perchloric acids. Cal-

cium was precipitated from the digest as oxalate, redissolved and ti-

trated with permanganate.

RESULTS

Oxygen Consumption

Respiration of tissues from aerohic and anaerobic animals was com-

pared. The results are given in Table I. The values for control ani-

mals are based on four determinations. They agreed closely. There

were wider differences in the determinations on tissues from 'anaerobic

animals. These values have been arranged by length of anaerobic pe-

riod, and also averaged into one value for asphyxiated animals.

TABLE I

Oxygen uptake of gill, mantle, and kidney tissue. Values are averages of two to

four determinations and represent cubic millimeters of oxygen consumed per hour per

milligram dry weight of tissue at 25 C.

Days out
of water
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It is interesting that the rate of oxygen consumption of kidney
tissue was much higher than that of other tissues studied. According
to Holmes (1937), the high rate of respiration of mammalian kidney
tissue is due to osmotic work done by excretory cells. Probably a

similar explanation fits the case of mussel kidney.

Carbon Dioxide Content

Results of the determination of the carbon dioxide content of gill

and mantle are given in Table II. The following points are to be noted :

TABLE II

Carbon dioxide content of mantle and gill. Values are expressed as cubic centi-

meters of gas at standard temperature and pressure and equivalents of carbon dioxide

in one hundred grams fresh tissue. Averages of several determinations are represented.

Days out
of water
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foot muscle 8 mg./gram tissue

pallia! muscle 31

kidney 46

mantle 62

gill 175

Gill tissue contained a large amount of calcium as compared with

other tissues. This may be correlated with the relatively high dry

weight of gill tissue. The small amount of calcium found in foot

muscle is surprising when considered with the other values.

By using the percentage dry weight of mantle and gill tissue it was

possible to calculate equivalents of calcium per one hundred grams fresh

tissue. These were found to be: for mantle, 0.0045; for gill, 0.21.

DISCUSSION

Study of the functioning of animal tissue in buffering processes has

not been investigated in many species. Dottenveich (1933) showed

that the calciferous glands of earthworms were capable of giving up
calcium to buffer carbon dioxide accumulating in body fluids. Banus

and Katz (1927) found weak buffering by hind leg muscles of a cat.

A similar effect wr as noted by Irving and Chute (1932) in muscle.

A buffer system in the tissues of Anodonta is indicated by a study
of the carbon dioxide and calcium content of certain tissues. Gill tissue

seems to be most active in this respect.

From the data given above, it is seen that one hundred grams fresh

gill tissue contain 0.21 equivalents of calcium, and 0.0287 equivalents of

carbon dioxide (see Table II). This proportion indicates that most,

possibly all, the calcium is present in some form other than carbonate.

During anaerobiosis the carbon dioxide level rises, increasing to

0.0456 equivalents at 14 days. This increase is not accompanied by an

increase in the hydrogen ion concentration. The hydrogen ion concen-

tration of the tissue was measured colorimetrically, and was found to

vary less than 0.05 from pH 6.8 for gill, 6.9 for mantle. Apparently the

accumulating carbon dioxide is bound in some w-ay so that an increase

in hydrogen ions does not occur.

It was suggested by Dotterweich and Ellsner (1935) that a calcium-

proteinate might act as an additional buffer in the fluid of Anodonta

cygnea. In that system calcium carbonate was the principal alkali re-

serve. In the tissues of Anodonta hallcnbcckii it would seem that cal-

cium-proteinate, or some other combination of a weak acid wr ith calcium,

is the chief buffer, with the carbonate playing at the most a minor role.
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fn the case of mantle tissue 0.0045 equivalents of calcium are present

in the normal mantle. Carbon dioxide increases from 0.0022 equivalents

in the normal tissue to 0.0042 equivalents in the asphyxiated tissue. The

calcium and carbon dioxide are then in a one-to-one ratio. This would

indicate a more limited calcium reserve in mantle than in gill.

Dugal (1939) has shown that in Venus the calcium reserve may be

augmented by calcium from the shell. Tissues of Anodonta maintain

a steady calcium level.

Calcium is not only the chief component of the hard parts of

mollusks but also forms a considerable portion of the alkali reserve.

The same factors which govern the precipitation of solid calcium in the

shell are responsible for the deposition of calcium in tissues. It is a

point of interest that freshwater clams possess large deposits of calcium

in their gills, and marine clams possess the larger deposits in mantle

tissues (McCance and Shipp, 1933). There may be some correlation

here with the fact that glochidia develop in the gill pouches of fresh-

water mussels and may derive calcium for their shells from the abundant

supply available.

Jatzenko (1928) showed that certain freshwater mussels build up an

oxygen debt during anaerobiosis. It is to be expected that individual

tissues would also show such a debt. All activity does not cease when

the clam is temporarily asphyxiated. Some of it continues. Ciliary

action such as accounts for a great deal of the oxygen consumption of

gill and mantle probably does decrease to some extent. Osmotic work

which is characteristic of kidney tissue continues and may even increase

during anaerobiosis. Data for individual tissues as presented in Table

I show that oxygen consumption of mussel tissues is higher immediately
after a period of asphyxiation than under normal conditions.

The source of energy for activities carried on during anaerobic

periods is generally laid to a glycolytic process. However, there has as

yet been no isolation of the tissue or tissues mainly responsible for the

glycogen reserve. The problem of the energy source and its localiza-

tion is a pertinent one to a complete explanation of the anaerobic

metabolism of mussels.

SUMMARY

Tissues of Anodonta hallcnbeckii are capable of buffering carbon

dioxide accumulating during anaerobiosis. Calcium compounds present

in gill and mantle serve as an alkali reserve. During anaerobiosis carbon

dioxide increased in the tissues studied while the hydrogen ion concen-

tration remained constant. It is concluded that accumulated carbon

dioxide was buffered by calcium present.
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Gills contain large amounts of calcium which is present in some

form other than carbonate.

Kidney tissue showed a very high rate of respiration. Mantle and

gill showed low rates. After anaerobic periods the rate of respiration

showed a tendency to increase. This may be taken as evidence that

these tissues continued to do work during anaerobiosis.
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